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Focusing on key topics important in allied health and nursing careers, this engaging book is ideal for

readers who have had no prior exposure to chemistry. Emphasizing problem-solving techniques,

the book takes the most direct path to biomolecules and metabolic processes, provides a wealth of

worked examples to help readers understand key chemical concepts, includes novel and relevant

"Health Notes" in the margins, and weaves biological and medical applications throughout.
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"I enjoyed reading it. I am sure my students and colleagues will too. The examples and applications

made it interesting. I have reviewed many books and this is the first GOB book in a long time that

actually answers some of the questions I been asking for a long time. I especially like the 'story type'

introduction part to each chapter." Coretta Fernandes, Lansing Community College"The writing style

is excellent. The explanations are very good to excellent. The information is interesting and

informative--the applications and health notes are well chosen, novel, and relevant. So it would be

interesting to students."Suzanne Williams, Northern Michigan University

Jim Armstrong attended Harvard University as an undergraduate student and then moved to the

West coast for graduate school. Since earning his Master's degree at the University of California at

Berkeley, Jim has taught in the California community college system. He has been on the faculty of



City College of San Francisco for the past 20 years, during which time he has taught the full range

of lower-division chemistry courses, with particular emphasis on the single-term GOB course. Ten

years ago, he collaborated with the CCSF biology and nursing departments on an extensive

revision of the GOB curriculum, and the success of the course revision led to the writing of this

textbook. Besides teaching and writing, Jim enjoys playing piano and trombone, collecting

topographic maps, bird watching, and doting on his wonderful twin daughters.

Great book! Very good with the details without the boring parts. Good examples as well and very

organized in material. Also, I like the graphics. If you get the examples, you will get the main points

of the chapter. I had dr. Armstrong for chemistry and he is nothing short of an amazing teacher and

book writer!

When chem isn't you thing this book takes you to heaven and an easy A. They author used multi

colors in the examples to really bring home the explanation, with a good professor or not this book

puts new meaning to chem- gen org bio

Came exactly how it was stated!

I ordered this for school. Brand new.

Great quality, fast shipping!

It works, you get what you payed for and what else can you ask for...It came new in box and

packaged well.

Came in just when I needed it. I can say that I ACTUALLY read the whole book. yay yay yaY :)

I think the explanations were a little hard to understand. It was required for my class. It's not like I

had a choice
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